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INTRODUCTION
In Narborough, England in 1987 a seventeen-year-old boy was accused of the rape
and murder of two fifteen-year-old girls. Prior history and other evidence suggested that
he may in fact have been the murderer, but during his questioning he requested a blood
test. As it turned out, the inventor of DNA typing, Alec Jeffreys, has a laboratory just a
few miles away. After testing the boy's blood against semen samples found at both crime
scenes, Jeffreys concluded that the boy was innocent, but that both crimes had been
committed by the same person. With no other leads to go on, the police began taking
blood samples from more than five thousand local boys who had no alibis for the time of
the second murder. The testing failed to yield a match, but the police did discover that a
young man named Colin Pitchfork had persuaded a co-worker to donate a blood sample
for him. Pitchfork later confessed to both crimes after being confronted by the police
regarding the switch. (Shapiro, I 991 , p. 302-303) This case marks one of the first
recorded uses of DNA typing for forensic purposes. Hailed as "possibly the most
powerful innovation in forensics since the development of fingerprinting," DNA typing has
gained increasing acceptance within the legal community despite a bitter controversy
surrounding its validity. (Lewontin and Hartl, 1991 , p. I 746) Widespread media exposure
as a result of the OJ Simpson trial has recently brought the DNA typing procedure and the
resulting controversy to the public's attention.
This paper consists of an overview of the procedures and criticisms involved in
current forensic DNA typing. The opening presents a brief introduction to the genetic
characteristics of DNA, followed by a review of the typing procedure. The main emphasis
of the paper is the criticisms of the current procedure. These criticisms include an attack
on the independence assumption and its justification of the use of the multiplication rule in
calculating test results. A number of experts have proposed that heterogeneity within
ethnic subpopulations may significantly undermine the independence assumption and
render invalid the use of the multiplication rule. Others contend that any sub structuring
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that does occur is minor and has no practical effect on the test results. Correct application
of Bayes' Theorem has been shown to seriously alter the conclusions reached in
interpreting test results.
DNA
The molecule known as DNA, or deoxyribonucleic acid, is responsible for the
creation and development of all forms of life. Located within the choromosomes of every
cell, it is the genetic code contained within DNA that distinguishes bacteria from dogs,
dogs from humans, and individual people from each other. The primary function of DNA
is the transference of heriditary information during cell reproduction. In order to
understand how this function is performed, it is necessary to have at least a basic
understanding of the DNA molecule's very unique structure.
Most people are probably familiar with the basic double-helix shape of the DNA
molecule shown on page 3. This form was first suggested by Watson and Crick in 1953,
and it can best be visualized as a twisted ladder. (DuPraw, 1970, p. 4) The outer rails of
the ladder are made up entirely of alternating sugar and phosphate groups. The cross links
of the ladder, which always attach to the outer rails at sugar groups, are made up of four
nitrogen bases: adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine. Each cross link is composed of a
pair of these bases held together by hydrogen bonds, with adenine always pairing with
thymine and guanine always pairing with cytosine. (Hutchins, 1961, p. 7) This
phenomenon occurs in part because adenine and guanine, known as the purines, are
slightly larger than cytosine and thymine, which are known as the pyrimidines. Therefore
in order for the helix to maintain a uniform width, a purine must always pair with a
pyrimidine. This is known as specific pairing, and it was also first proposed by Watson
and Crick. (DuPraw, 1970, p. 7) In humans, an entire molecule of DNA is made up of
over three billion of these base pairs, and it is the unique order of these base pairs that
determines the chemical and physical characteristics of each individual. (Zurer, 1994, p.
10)
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Watson and Crick's postulation of the specific pairing hypothesis provided the insight
necessary to discover the process by which DNA reproduces. Because the four nitrogen
bases pair up specifically, each rail of the DNA molecule is effectively a negative image of
the other. This means that each half of the molecule contains enough information to
successfully reproduce the full genetic code. Specifically, when a cell prepares to divide,
the entire helix unwinds and the hydrogen bonds holding the base pairs together are
dissolved. Loose nitrogen bases circulating within the cell then attach themselves to the
now exposed rails creating two identical copies of the original molecule. (Lessing, 1966,
p. 3) When the cell divides, each half can then receive a complete copy of the genetic
code.
PROCEDURE
The obvious goal of forensic DNA typing is to determine if DNA from an
evidentiary sample matches DNA from a suspect sample. This procedure should be able
to effectively distinguish the DNA of one individual from that of another, combining
reliability with efficiency and cost effectiveness. Furthermore, this procedure should
preferably be performable by relatively inexperienced lab technicians. (Lewontin and Hartl,
1991, p. 3)
The genetic basis of the DNA typing procedure is the fact that although much of
the DNA molecule is identical for everyone, there are certain regions of high variation
between every individual (with the exception of identical twins). (Zurer, 1994, p. 2) These
areas of variation are known as polymorphisms and have been extensively categorized.
The polymorphisms which lend themselves most readily to DNA typing are known as
RFLPs, or restriction fragment length polymorphisms. These RFLPs are so named for the
effects certain enzyes have on their lengths. Scientists have currently categorized more
than three thousand RFLPs, one thousand of which are extremely variable. (Lander, 1989,
p. 501) These RFLP locations are known as loci, and the different variations occurring at
each locus are known as alleles.
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The most popular form of RFLP analysis occurs at what are known as VNTRsvariable number of tandem repeats. These VNTRs are areas of DNA where a single
nucleotide sequence is repeated tandemly. This core sequence may be repeated anywhere
from twenty to one hundred times, and it is the number of repetitions of the sequence
which varies from individual to individual. (Roberts, 1991,p. 1722) At each locus, or
location, there are two such strands of repeating sequences, one on the chromosome
inherited from the mother and one on the chromosome inherited from the father; hence the
term "tandem" repeats.
The exact procedure for distinguishing between alleles is fairly straightforward.
Initially, a restriction enzyme is used to separate the DNA strand into smaller pieces,
ideally making the cuts outside the VNTR region. A process known as gel electrophoresis
is then used to separate the various fragments. Next, the fragments are denatured into
individual strands and blotted onto a membrane. A radioactive probe specially designed to
attach to the core sequence, or repeating segment, is then applied. Finally, the sample is
exposed to x-ray film which causes the radioactive portion to appear as a dark band. The
distance the DNA has travelled is inferred to be the length of the fragment. (Roeder, 1994,
p. 224) This length measurement, known as a band weight, reflects the number of
repetitions of the core sequence at that locus and is used to compare the alleles from
different samples. (Berry, 1994, p. 9) Figure 1 on page 6 shows a schematic
representation of an actual DNA test.
The next step in the process is to determine what qualifies as a match. First, a
database is assembled from the band weights of all previously tested individuals. These
individuals are chosen for the sake of convenience and typically consists of people
involved in paternity cases or who have previously faced criminal charges. Each member
contributed two band weights to the database for a particular locus. At this point, two
different procedures known as fixed bin and floating bin are employed. The fixed bin
procedure divides the database for each locus into predetermined intervals known as bins.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of autoradwgraph.s of two loci (top, bottom ):
the first and second lanes (columns) on each autoradiograph are
the suspect and euidentiary samples; the third and fourth lanes
are uictim samples. In the ~cond autoradiograph's third uuu, the
two bands blurred together or coalesced.
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These bins are chosen to span a length of several measurement error standard deviations,
but adjacent bins may be pooled together if they contain fewer than five samples. If two
alleles fall within the same bin, then a match is declared. The second method employs
what are known as floating bins. Under this procedure, a bin is created to cover several
standard deviations to either side of the suspect's band weight. In this case a match is
declared if the allele from the second individual falls within this specially created bin.
Recall, however, that because each individual contributed two alleles for each locus, both
alleles must match before the suspect and evidence samples can be said to match at a
locus. Typically three to five different loci are analyzed, and a match must occur at each
locus before it can be said that the suspect and evidentiary samples do indeed match.
(Berry, 1994, p. 9)

If the samples from the suspect and evidence do not match, which occurs 30% of
the time, the case is generally dismissed and there is no need for a trial. (Zurer, 1994, p.
10) The problem arises when a match occurs and a determination must be made on how
much weight to attribute this evidence. Obviously, if the entire DNA sequence could be
analyzed then matches would be definitive. (Zurer, 1994, p. 10) Because only three to
five loci are analyzed, however, there is a possibility of random matches, and the
probability of such an occurrence must somehow be conveyed to the jury. This probability
is currently determined by multiplying together the probabilities of a match at each locus.
The probability of a match at a particular locus is determined as follows : suppose the
suspect contributes band weights of length A 1 and A 2 at a given locus. The necessary
bins are constructed using either binning procedure, and the proportion of the reference
database falling within each bin is recorded. The match probability for this locus is then
calculated as the product of the two proportions times two, the factor of two occurring
because it is not possible to determine which allele is maternal and which paternal. (Berry,
1994, p. 10) The overall match probability is then simply the product of the match
probabilities for each locus. This method of calculating the overall match probability
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makes use of what is called the multiplication rule, which assumes that the probability of a
match at each locus is independent of the probability of a match at any other locus. This
number is then presented to the jury as the probability of obtaining as good of a match
from a randomly selected individuals.
One further aspect of this procedure should also be noted. Empirical data has
suggested that different ethnic subpopulations may display different allele frequencies at
different loci. That is, a certain allele may occur at a locus more often for blacks than for
whites or Hispanics. This means that the probability of a random match between two
individuals may be significantly different if they come from the same subpopulation than if
they come from different ones. To correct for this problem, the database is divided into
Caucasian, Black, and Hispanic. (Zurer, 1994, p. 11) In cases where the true culprit's
ethnicity is unknown, match probabilities are calculated and presented for each reference
subpopulation. If the true culprit's ethnicity is known, then only that reference
subpopulation is used.
There is also another DNA typing procedure which is widely used. This method is
called the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and it is used when very small samples are
available. This procedure targets a specific location and amplifies it until it is suitable for
analysis. While this method requires only one percent of the sample size required for
RFLP analysis, it loses a degree of accuracy during the amplification making distinguishing
between similar samples difficult. PCR does, however, have the added advantage of being
much less time consuming. PCR analysis can be completed in only a few days, while
RFLP analysis requires over a week ofx-ray exposure for each locus probed. Despite
these advantages, RFLP analysis is preferred whenever possible because of the greater
accuracy. (Zurer, 1994, p. 10)
EXAMPLE 1
Table 1 on page 11 shows an example of how match probabilities are actually
calculated. The data is for a five locus test, with the loci designated A, B, C, D, and E .
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The alleles observed at locus A are al and a2, the alleles observed at locus Bare bl and
b2, and so on. the columns labled "FREQUENCY" show the proportion of each database
falling within the appropriate bin. The column labled "MATCH PROBABILITY" shows
the probability of a random match for each database as calculated using the previously
discussed procedure. The overall match probabilities at the bottom are calculated from
the match probabilities at each locus using the multiplication rule. From this data, it is
apparent that even slight differences in allele frequencies between the reference
populations can result in significantly different match probabilities.
SUBPOPULATION HETEROGENEITY
The controversy began when Richard Lewontin and Daniel Hartl submitted
"Population Genetics in Forensic DNA Typing" for publication in the December 20, 1991
issue of Science. (p. 1745-1750) In their article, they questioned not the actual testing
procedure but the method for calculating the probability of a random match. They
concluded that incorrect assumptions and other considerations could lead to the random
match probabilities as currently calculated being off by several orders of magnitude.
Supporters of the procedure quickly rallied, and a rebuttal by Ramajit Chakraborty and
Kenneth Kidd entitled "The Utility of DNA Typing in Forensic Work" was published in
the same issue as Lewontin and Hartl's article. (p. 1735-1739) This article sought to
answer each of the criticisms brought forward by Lewontin and Hartl and concluded that
the current method does produce a reliable estimate of the probability of a random match.
What follows here is a brief summary of the arguments presented by each side.
The major target of criticism in the current procedure is its use of the three major
races, Caucasian, Black, and Hispanic, as reference populations for determining allele
frequencies. The assumptions underlying the use of these reference populations is that
each is a homogeneous population undergoing random mating within itself This
assumption, coupled with the fact that the various loci used in VNTR testing are on
different chromosomes, is used to assert that the various loci are in linkage equilibrium,
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CALCULATING RANDOM MATCH PROBABILITIES

LOCUS

FREQUENCY
Black
Hispanic

ALLELE Cauc.

MATCH PROBABILITY
Cauc.
Black
Hispanic

A

a1
a2

0.32
0.23

0.33
0.2

0.3
0.2

0.147

0.132

0.12

B

b1
b2

0.24
0.17

0.25
0.21

0.21
0.12

0.082

0.105

0.05

C

c1
c2

0.32
0.16

0.32
0.2

0.27
0.15

0.102

0.128

0.081

D

d1
d2

0.28
0.24

0.29
0.13

0.27
0.19

0.134

0.075

0.103

E

e1
e2

0.03
0.14

0.11
0.2

0.11
0.05

0.008

0.044

0.011

OVERALL MATCH PROBABILITIES
Cauc.
1.32 E -6

Black
5.58 E-6

1 in
757576

1 in
170940

Table 1
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Hispanic
5.51E-7

1 in
1814882

meaning that they combine randomly and are therefore statistically independent. This
independence is necessary to justify the use of the multiplication rule in determining
overall match probabilities for the multiple loci. Lewontin and Hartl claim that the
supposedly homogeneous populations are actually made up of genetically diverse
heterogeneous subpopulations. For example, Italians, English, Greek, Polish, and other
ethnic groups are all included in the Caucasian population. If these ethnic subgroups are
in fact genetically diverse, then two persons from the same group who match at one locus
may be more likely to match at subsequent loci, just as people with blonde hair and blue
eyes are more likely to have fair skin. (Zurer, 1994, p. 11) This preferential combination
would then constitute a violation of the independence assumption, making the use of the
three major races as reference populations and the multiplication of separate VNTR loci
match probabilities invalid.
In order for genetic substructuring to occur, Lewontin and Hartl state that three
conditions must be met. First, the ancestral populations of each ethnic group must be
genetically differentiated. Second, only a few generations may have passed since the
various ethnic groups were combined. Finally, people must choose their mates from
within their own subgroup. If these three conditions are met, then the current procedure
for calculating random match probabilities is seriously flawed . Using the Caucasian
population as an example, Lewontin and Hartl proceed to demonstrate that each of these
conditions is satisfied.
The existence of genetic variation among the ancestral populations is demonstrated
by examining genes that are highly polymorphic among European nationalities, which
represent the heritage of most American Caucasians. While some genes display very little
frequency variation between nationalities, Lewontn and Hartl cite numberous studies that
reveal significant variations. The blood type B, for example, occurs in between five and
ten percent of the British and Irish populations, but occurs in twenty-five to thirty percent
of the Soviet and eastern European populations. The blood type Le(a-b-) shows
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frequencies of four percent for Scots and around thirty percent for Swedes and Greeks.
(Mourant, 1954) Rh alleles, which are similar to VNTR loci in that they have a very large
number of polymorphisms, show frequencies differing by as much as a factor of ten.
(Lewontin and Hartl, 1991, p. 174 7) Lewontin and Hartl also cite a study of seventeen
highly polymorphic genes by Lewontin (1972, p. 381) which concluded that over eight
percent of human genetic variation occurs between subpopulations within a race,
compared to only six percent of variation between races. This means that there may be up
to one-third more allele frequency variation between subpopulations, say Greeks and Irish,
as there is between the three major races. In the absence of adequate data on actual
VNTR allele frequencies, it may be inferred from these other genetic markers that large
variations in frequency for VNTR alleles may also occur.
The assertions that the various ethnic subpopulations have not had ample time to
thoroughly mix and that marriages tend to occur within endogamous subgroups are also
supported by Lewontin and Hartl by citing other studies. Statistics from the census
bureau show that the greatest period of immigration into the United States occurred
during the period between 1905 and 1924, when nearly one million immigrants arrived per
year. The recentness of these immigrants arrival, most of them from Europe, means that
only a few generations have passed for genetic mixing to occur. Kennedy demonstrated
that the level of endogamy, or marriage within one's own subgroup, in the United States
has been as high as eighty percent in 1952. (1952, p. 56) Endagomy by religion has also
been shown to be very high. ( Kennedy, 1952, p.56) Additionally, geographical distance
has also been shown to play a major role in mating patterns. A 1961 study by Spuhler and
Clark (p. 223) was cited by Lewontin and Hartl as showing that as much as one-third of
all marriages in the United States occurred between persons born within ten miles of each
other.
The net effect of these three conditions is that genetic substructuring does occur
within the allegedly homogeneous Caucasian population. Lewontin and Hartl then
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provide examples of how this substructuring can affect the calculation of random match
probabilities under the current system. Consider the data provided in Table 2 on page 15.
The data represents actual allele frequencies for three different blood gene loci. cDe and
Cde are alleles at the Rh locus, K and k are alleles at the Kell locus, and A and B are
alleles at the ABO locus. The frequencies given at each allele for the Polish and Italian
subpopulations are the proportion of each population possessing the given allele. As
stated earlier, the probability of a match at each locus is calculated as two times the
product of the frequencies of each allele. The overall match probability is then the product
of the match probabilities of each locus. As you can see, the probability of two randomly
chosen Poles possessing this genotype is 7.4 x 10- 5, while the probability of two randomly
chosen Italians possessing this genotype is 3.0 x 1o- 7 . The multilocus genotype
probability ratio simply means that two Poles are 24 7 times more likely to match for this
genotype than are two Italians. The data given in Table 3 on page 16 provides a second
example, this time using actual allele frequencies at a single VNTR locus. This data says,
for example, that nearly ten percent of the French exhibit the bin twelve allele, while only
three percent of Israelis possess this allele. If this allele were then used, it could have
significant effects on calculating actual match probabilities. It is also important to note
that while the actual frequencies for a particular allele may be very similar, the frequency
ratio may still be fairly large. In the blood group example, the Cde allele frequencies
differed by less than three percent for Poles and Italians, but this contributed a factor of
three to the difference in match probabilities.
While each of the proceeding examples involves Caucasian subpopulations, similar
conclusions are inferred for Blacks and Hispanics. While there is no analogous
immigration data for Blacks arriving in the United States, other data suggests that
substructuring may also occur. The Fy-b allele, for example, does not occur in Blacks but
is present in forty-five percent of Caucasians. The proportion of white ancestry for Blacks
is therefore calculated by the proportion possessing this allele. Studies show that Blacks
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· Alldc: ( 15) :.:id gcnmypc: frc:quc:ncic:s for sc:lccrcd b!O<xi group
genes in Jn ltJliJn Jr.J J Poli.sh populJtion. The: mulrilcx.'"lls gcnorvpe
pmbJhilirics h:ivc: been cilcufarcd under the: lSsumpriun uf HWE within
c:ich populJrion.

Popubriun
Poles
ItJiiJns
RJr10

cDe

CJe

K

I,.

0.047
0.0065
7.23

0.0+4
0.015
2.93

0.058
0.015
3.87

0.942
0.985
0.96

Table 2
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A

B

0.37 0.22
0.37 0.07
1.00 3.14

Mulrilocus
gcnorype
probJbilicy

7.4
3.0

X

10-s

X

10- 7

247

Frequc:ncics of sdc:ctcd bins for VNTR probe D2S44 in 4
French :uid Isradi sJ.rnpic:. Data arc from (11). The: samples sizes arc 346
(French) and 236 (Isradi).
Bin number

1
6
8

12
21

Fr.lilCC

lsrad

Ratio

0.032
0
0.058
0.095
0.009

0
0.042
0.017
0.034
0.042

lruirury
z.cro

Table 3
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3.4:l
2.8: 1
1:4.7

in Detroit have twenty-six percent white ancestry, while Blacks in South Carolina have
only about four percent white ancestry. This indicated that there is at least some degree of
substructuring occurring in the Black population. The likelihood of genetic substructuring
for Hispanics is said to be even greater than for Caucasians or blacks. This is because
Mexicans, Cubans, Guatemalans, and many other ethnic groups with varying amounts of
Indian, African, and European ancestry are all lumped together as one population.
The bottom line is that while sufficient data on actual VNTR allele freauencies for
the various subpopulations does not exist, population genetics theory and inference from
other genetic markers seem to suggest that significant substructuring may occur. What
this means is that if the suspect and the true culprit in a criminal case are from the same
subpopulation, the actual probability of a random match could be significantly different
from the probability calculated under the existing method. Lewontin and Hartl therefore
believe that the current procedure should not be used until more research can be done to
determine to what extent substructuring actually occurs for VNTRs.
The basis of Chakraborty and Kidd's rebuttal is that while Lewontin and Hartl may
be theoretically correct about the existence of genetic substructure, the variations are small
enough to be compensated for by the conservative nature of the binning procedure.
Chakraborty and Kidd therefore conclude that the current process does provide a reliable
estimate of random match probabilities. The following is a summary of Chakraborty and
Kidd's theoretical support for the current procedure as well as some examples based on
actual data.
Chakraborty and Kidd first argue that within the legal framework reliable estimates
are sufficient and exact values are not required. The case is made that in the binning
procedure, various alleles of similar size may be lumped together into a single bin. This
means that the frequencies used in calculating the random match probabilities are often
considerably higher than if the proportion of the reference population possessing the exact
allele were used. While this is an unavoidable technical limitation, it does provide for a
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conservative estimate that is largely in the suspect's favor. Chakraborty and Kidd also
state that while a witness may be able to indicate the true culprit's racial background, they
can not possibly determine the exact ethnic make-up. The necessary reference population
should therefore be chosen to contain the possible perpetrators based on the time and
location of the crime. This reference population will undoubtedly contain persons of
various ethnicities, which is in accord with the reference populations being used under the
current system. This method does not pretend to claim that population substructuring
does not occur, but it does provide an unbiased estimate of the weighted averages of the
allele frequencies of the various subgroups composing the reference population. In
addition, several studies are cited which indicate that even if there are significant
differences in allele frequencies between various subgroups, they produce no noticeable
deviation from linkage equilibrium.
Not only do Chakraborty and Kidd disagree with the conclusions reached by
Lewontin and Hartl, they also use their own data to demonstrate the validity of the current
procedure. The left-hand side of Table 4 on page 19 contains the same data used by
Lewontin and Hartl in Table 2 on page 15. Assuming the worst case scenario of a
population composed only of an equal number of Poles and Italians, the best estimate of
the random match probability would be the weighted average of the match probabilities
for the two subgroups. In this case, it would simply be the average of 7.36 x 10- 5 and
2.98 x 10- 7, which is 3.69 x 10- 5 . Using the current procedure, with no available data on
subpopulation frequencies, only the frequencies for the pooled population (here, labeled
"mixed") would be available. This data calculates a random match probability of 1.19 x
10- 5, which is just over three times smaller than the best estimate using the subpopulation
data. Chakraborty and Kidd argue that these results are similar enough, 12 in 1,000,000
and 37 in 1,000,000, to show that the procedure does provide a valid estimate.
Additionally, Chakraborty and Kidd claim that this data, as provided by Lewontin and
Hartl, is incorrect, and in the right-hand side of Table 4 they provide what they claim are
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Locus

Frequencies used by LH
(5) in

Revised frequencies (JO) in

allele
Poles

R.h: cDc
Cdc
Kell: K
It
ABO:A
B

MGP

0.047
0.044
0.058
0.942
0.37
0.22
7.36
X 10- 5

It:ui:ms

Mi."tcd

roles

0.0065
0.0268
0.0423
. 0.0295
0.015
0.0112
0.015
0.0365
0.0430
0.985
0.9635
0.9570
0.37
0.37
0.2590
0.07
O.l-122
0.145
l.98
3.69
5.74
X 10- 7
x 10- 5 )( 10-6 · .
(1.19 X 10- 5 )

Table 4
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lt3li:ms

-

Mi,cd

0.0378
0.0333
0.0154
0.0196
.
o.o-1t,0
0.0489
0.95-IO
0.9511
0.2-192
0.2393
0.1118
0.0814
S.2-1
4.73
)( 10-• ·
,)( 10- 6
(S.69 x 10-ft)

the correct allele frequencies. Using this data, the current method produces an estimate of
5.69 x 10-6 and an ideal estimate of 5.24 x 10-6 . In this case the two estimates are
practically identical, and the random match probability using the subpopulation data is
actually slightly smaller than when the pooled frequencies are used. Charkraborty and
Kidd also claim that the actual VNTR allele frequencies provided by Lewontin and Hartl
(Table 3) are incorrect. They assert that because most bins are redefined so that they
include at least five observations, the frequency ratios would not be zero or infinity and
reliable estimates could be determined.
To summarize, Chakraborty and Kidd are voicing the concerns of many people
who feel that Lewontin and Hartl are merely splitting hairs. As Kidd put it, "It makes
absolutely no difference to me if the number is 1 in 800,000 or 1 in 5 million," meaning
that the random match probability as currently calculated are conservative enough to
insure that an innocent suspect has nothing to worry about. (Roberts, 1991 , p. 1721)
While they concede that substructuring may result in heterogeneous subpopulations with
differing allele frequencies, they insist that in practice the effects are not significant enough
to invalidate the procedure.

EXAMPLE2
Table 5 on page 21 shows an example of how match probabilities can be affected
by the existence of heterogeneous subpopulations. The data represents the same test used
in example 1, with the data labled "Pooled" representing the Caucasian population. The
data labled "Irish" represents possible data for an ethnic subgroup of the Caucasian
population. The data clearly shows that even slightly higher allele frequencies for an
ethnic subgroup can result in a drastic difference in match probabilities. In this example, a
random match between the suspect and the true culprit is more than eight times as likely if
both are Irish. It would remain up to the jury, however, to decide if a match probability of
1 in 89,286 is any less convincing than a match probability of 1 in 757,756.
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CALCULATING RANDOM MATCH PROBABILITIES
WITH SUBPOPULATIONS

LOCUS

ALLELE

FREQUENCY
Pooled
Irish

MATCH PROBABILITY
Pooled
Irish

A

a1
a2

0.32
0.23

0.36
0.25

0.147

0.18

B

b1
b2

0.24
0.17

0.3
0.21

0.082

0.126

C

c1
c2

0.32
0.16

0.38
0.15

0.102

0.114

D

d1
d2

0.28
0.24

0.35
0.23

0.134

0.161

E

e1
e2

0.03
0.14

0.08
0.17

0.008

0.027

OVERALL MATCH PROBABILITIES
Pooled
Irish
1.32 E -6
1.12 E -5
1 in
757576

Table 5
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1 in
89286

RESOLUTION
In 1989, a National Research Council panel met in an attempt to resolve the
controversy surrounding DNA typing. The panel was chaired by Victor McKusick, a
professor of medical genetics at Johns Hopkins University, and was made up of a
molecular biologist, a law professor, a judge, and several forensic scientists. After more
than two years of deliberation the panel finally released its findings in a 1992 report
entitled "DNA Technology and Forensic Science." In this report, the panel acknowledged
the potential effects of genetic sub structuring and recommended a modification of the
existing procedure to account for possible frequency variations. (Zurer, 1994, p. 12) This
modification is based upon the use of what is called the ceiling principle.
Under the ceiling principle, the multiplication rule would still be used, but the allele
frequencies used to calculate the match probabilities at each locus would be the maximum
observed frequency from a variety of subpopulation databases or five percent, whichever
is larger. (Zurer, 1994, p. 12) The committee further suggested that one hundred
individuals from fifteen to twenty different ethnic groups be used to build the reference
databases. (Zurer, 1994, p. 12) Specifically, blood samples would be taken from one
hundred Irish, one hundred Italian, one hundred English, and so on. Suppose, for
example, that a specific allele occurred in two percent of the Irish database, four percent
of the Greek database, and seven percent of the Korean databae; then seven percent would
be the proportion used in calculating all match probabilities involving that allele. It was
estimated that it would take approximately one year and cost one million dollars to
accumulate the necessary data. (Roberts, 1992, p. 301) While this was being done, an
arbitrary value of ten percent was proposed as the frequency to be used in all calculations.
(Zurer, 1994, p. 12)
The strength of the ceiling principle is that it is a practical means of compensating
for genetic substructuring while still providing the lowest possible match probabilities.
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Lewontin and Hartl (1991 , p. 1749) cite Lander (1991, p. 899) as pointing out that the
databases could be chosen to cover the entire range of possible frequencies, making the
results conservative enough to account for individuals whose ethnicity is not represented
in the databases. This process also allows for the continued use of relatively rare alleles as
a means of lowering the match probabilities, providing the alleles are relatively obscure in
each of the subpopulations used. (Lewontin and Hartl, 1991 , p. 1749) Although the NRC
report was intended to end the controversy, the debate over DNA testing continues today.
In addition to the previous arguments, however, the usefulness and necessity of the ceiling
principle is also now being attacked. The renewed controversy has inadvertently made it
much easier to get DNA evidence excluded from trials because of a lack of scientific
consensus. An FBI study begun shortly after the NRC report came out claims to have
found only minor frequency variations between ethnic subpopulations, strongly
undermining the need for the conservative ceiling principle. With this in mind, the FBI
requested in 1993 that a new NRC panel be formed to reexamine the entire issue. This
new panel met for the first time in September 1994 and is expected to release its findings
in the summer of 1995. (Zurer, 1994, p. 12)
One recommendation of the 1992 NRC panel that has received widespread support
is the mandatory accreditation of all testing facilities. A movement in this direction had
begun in 1989 when the FBI organized a group of experts known as the Technical
Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods to set up testing guidelines. These guidelines,
which cover quality control, personnel training, and proficiency testing, are now one of the
conditions for certification by the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors'
Laboratory Accreditation Board. As of October 1994, nearly one-third of all public labs
has earned accreditation, but Cellmark is the only private company to have done so. Many
people point out, however, that while certification is not required, the standards required
by the courts in admissability hearings accomplish much the same purpose. A new
profiling standard developed in 1992 by the National Institution of Standards and
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Technology has also helped to standardize profiling practices. This standard provides the
lab with material to be tested and correct results against which their own results can be
checked. The nature of the material also allows the labs to determine at what stage in the
process their errors occurred. Also driving the desire for standardization of DNA testing
is the goal of a national DNA databank known as COD IS, or the combined DNA index
system. This databank would allow evidence samples to be compared with samples of
known offenders throughout the country, but it requires that every lab be able to generate
identical results. (Zurer, 1994, p. 13-5)
The report also included suggestions for streamlining the pretrial admissability
hearings which tend to eat up a huge amount of court time. One proposed measure calls
for congressional legislation requiring that DNA evidence only be admitted from
accredited testing facilities . This would effectively require nearly all laboratories to gain
accreditation. The report also suggests the creation of a committee of experts to be
known as the National Committee on Forensic DNA Typing. This committee, rather than
the individual courts, would then be charged with ruling on the admissability of new DNA
techniques. (Roberts, 1991 , p. 301) Formation of such a committee would be a large step
towards eliminating the lengthy pretrial hearings.
BAYES' THEOREM
It is important to remember that within a legal setting, DNA evidence must
somehow be assimilated in with all of the other evidence. The question then becomes how
much weight should be given to the DNA evidence in relation to the other evidence. For
example, which should be more convincing to a juror: a random match probability of 1 in

100 with an abundance of corroborating evidence or a random match probability of 1 in
1,000,000 with absolutely no corroborating evidence. The answer to this question may be
found in the work of an eighteenth century monk names Thomas Bayes. Bayes' work,
known collectively as Bayesian inference theory, constituted the development of a method
for incorporating new evidence into the odds of a particular hypothesis occurring by
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application of Bayes' Theorem. (Matthews, 1994, p. 13) Within the legal framework, this
method consists of two stages. The first step would be to calculate the likelihood ratio,
which represents a measure of the likelihood of obtaining a specific piece of evidence
given the suspect is innocent versus if the suspect is guilty. Second, the likelihood ratio is
multiplied by the probability of the suspect being guilty prior to the introduction of the
new evidence. The resulting product is the probability of guilt with the new evidence
included. (Matthews, 1994, p. 14)

It is very clear that this process lends itself readily to DNA evidence. In this case,
the likelihood ratio would be the probability of obtaining a match if the suspect is guilty
divided by the probability of obtaining a match if the suspect is innocent. This first
probability will always be one, and the second probability will be the random match
probability discussed earlier. The likelihood ratio will then be equal to I divided by 1/x,
which equals x. This says that the lower the probability of a random match, the higher the
likelihood ratio will be. The probability of the suspect being guilty before the introduction
of the DNA evidence must be determined by each juror based on the other evidence
provided. If there is very little other evidence, then this number will be very small and may
offset even a relatively high likelihood ratio.
Suppose, for example, that a suspect is on trial for murder. It is determined by the
testing lab that the DNA of the suspect matches the DNA from a blood sample found near
the crime scene, and the probability of a random match is found to be 1 in 100,000. This
would yield a likelihood ratio of 100,000. But suppose further that there is no other
evidence against the suspect. Then the probability of guilt prior to the introduction of the
DNA evidence would probably be close to zero, say 1 in 1,000,000. Multiplication of the
likelihood ratio by the prior probability of guilt yields a product of I in 10. From this
example, it is clear that a low random match probability can be at least partially offset by a
lack of corroborating evidence. While it is unreasonable to believe that actual probabilities
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of guilt may be obtained from Bayes' Theorem, it at least serves as a reminder than DNA
evidence must be considered with respect to all of the other evidence.
CONCLUSION
While it is doubtful that the theoretical debate over the existence of genetic
substructuring will end any time soon, it does seem clear that any effects subpopulation
heterogeneity has on the practical application of DNA typing are negligible. This
conclusion is strongly supported by a 1992 study conducted by Risch and Devlin, who
found only one random match in 7.6 million three-locus comparisons of the FBI database.
(p. 717) This indicates that the probabilities of a random match are sufficiently small as to
indicate that the current testing procedure, especially when coupled with the ceiling
principle, is conservative enough to provide a valid estimate for the jury. There is
therefore no need to question the admissability of DNA evidence in court cases provided
the laboratory work has been conducted correctly. The entire issue may be moot,
however, due to new techniques currently being developed. These techniques, such as a
digital process being worked on by Alec Jeffreys, may allow the entire DNA sequence to
be analyzed, thus eliminating the possibility of a random match. (Roberts, 1991, p. 1723)
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